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Laws Of Attraction: M/M Gay
Romance

Tom Anderson has put a lot of effort into putting his past as an awkward social outcast behind him.
Now that he's gotten a good job at a high-paying law firm, he feels like all of his hard work will finally
pay off, and he and his sick sister will be able to live comfortably for the first time since their parents
died. Unfortunately, he discovers that his greatest high school bully - and the only person who
knows that he's gay - is working at the firm as well. How will he handle having his bully for his boss?
And what will happen when their relationship starts to change?This book contains sexually explicit
content not suited for those under the age of 18. The book is approximately 50,000 words, has a
happy ending and does not end in a cliffhanger. There is a free bonus chapter that can be obtained
at the end of the book by joining Peter Styles' Insider's Club. However, the bonus chapter is not
required to finish the book.
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It's your first day at a new job feeling proud of your accomplishment of becoming a paralegal and
you feel nothing could be better than that. But what do you do when you are introduced to the

attorney you are going to be working for only to see he is none other than the bully from high school.
Wow what a first day.Tommy Anderson and his sister Alice lost their parents when they were just
teenagers. Living with their mom's parents who really felt they were a burden and only gave them
the bare necessities, Tom knew the only family he had was Alice and will do everything he can to
take care of his sister who was ill. Tommy was a nerd and stood out from the other kids at school
making him an easy target to be bullied. One person in particular loved to bully him and it only made
the other kids want to do the same.Jay Lawrence was a rich and arrogant person. He knew his
money gave him the power to be a jerk in school and he made sure that Tommy knew just how
much of a jerk he could be. Every day Tommy was his punching bag. Not only that he verbally
taunted Tommy as well.Seeing as he was going to be working for Jay, Tommy knew his high school
bully was going to be back to his old tricks. He did everything Jay told him to do and only because
he did not want to Jay out him to Mr. Lawrence - Jay's father and Partner of the firm. Dana the
secretary who was the gossip queen fed Tommy information that made it easy for him to work with
Jay hoping he didn't have to use it against him.Jay had his own issues and as Tommy and Jay
become closer in the story you will soon see why Jay did the things he did. As they say you learn
your behavior from the way you were raised. It's a beautiful story with all the drama you need to
keep you reading and hoping for a happy ending."I received a free advance reader copy of this book
in exchange for an honest & unbiased review."

I really try to like this book but I just couldn't get into it I think the problem was the main characters. I
really wanted to like Tom he's taking care of his sister he's working. But he's such a pushover I just
can't seem to like him. I understand about forgiveness but he was so easily willing to forgive Jay. I
would think that you will make a guy that was so horrible to you even laughed about your parents
death work for your forgiveness not just immediately fall at his feet. The only person I feel like it is
story was Alice she seems to actually be more realistic. I was really disappointed because I really
like his other books and I was trying so hard to get this book a chance. but I just couldn't do it I just
could not get into it. I received a free Advance copy of this book in exchange for honest and
unbiased review

This is my second book I've read of Peter Styles. I liked the way the book started and was
developing but there were 2 things I wasn't too crazy about. First one being how much of a
pushover Tom was. I mean Jay picked on him all the time during high school and even made fun of
his parents death and yet Tom forgave him without even blinking. I understand he's just an all

around good guy but it was a little too easily forgiving to me. Secondly, I didn't like that once Tom
and Jay hooked up there was no depth. There weren't really any huge scenes between them and
me personally, I love intimate scenes. Yes it had a couple of intimate moments but I think there was
a lot to be played with especially how inexperienced Jay was. That left the story wide open for
opportunities but none were really taken.Overall I did enjoy the book and will definitely be looking
forward to more books by Peter Styles. Hopefully the others will have more intimacy to them.I
received a free advanced review copy of this book in exchange for an honest review

I just finished Laws of Attraction and I enjoyed it. The main character, Tom, was very likable and
had a nice relationship with his sister. The book begins with Tom & Alice celebrating his new job at
a big law firm. There he runs into his high school nemesis, Jay. You can guess what happens from
there ðŸ˜‰The book was very well written and interesting; I was fairly glued to it. The only problem I
had was, the back stories of the two MCs were resolved too quickly. Jay is described as a
HORRIBLE bully. Tom is described as a withdrawn introvert. In my opinion, they got together too
quickly, although the getting together was enjoyable.I enjoy Peter Styles and he is a regular on
"read list". I recommend this and his other work.I received a free advance reader copy of this book
in exchange for an honest & unbiased review.

I enjoyed this books. Although it is a short book, the characters were well developed and truly
seemed to have a personality. I dont really have a favorite part of the book, but it made me laugh in
many places.I appreciated having proper character development and back story on why the Tom
had reservations about Jay. Something else i loved is that while Tom seemed to be a forgiving
character, Tom did not just suddenly have a change of heart about Jay that would be
unbelievable.The major thing about this book, being a short that made me happy, was the lack of
major grammer and spelling issues. Very big plus for a reader like me.I received a free advance
reader copy of this book in exchange for an honest & unbiased review.
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